Preparing the enterprise for the Age of Big Information
CIO SOLUTIONS GALLERY

The Fisher College of Business, SAS and Intel invite you to join us for one of the most important executive events in the Midwest. This special two-day forum brings together the stimulating CIO SOLUTIONS GALLERY and THE MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT—creating the perfect mix of business and pleasure.

Preparing the Enterprise for the Age of Big Information
A Senior-Level Executive Forum
May 31—June 1
The Blackwell Inn
Columbus, Ohio

New this year!
The 2006 CIO Solutions Gallery has been expanded to include not only senior IT executives but their peers as well—senior executives from finance, operations and marketing functions.

Read more and register at www.fisher.osu.edu/exec/may

FIVE REASONS TO ATTEND

1. TOP IT EXECUTIVE PROGRAM
High-content, high-impact, uniquely collaborative program that the industry press considers to be one of the country’s top three IT executive education programs today.

2. THORNTON MAY
Exceptional facilitation by Thornton May, IT visionary and futurist. May has established a reputation for innovation in executive education and is certain to bring his extraordinary insight, foresight and wit to the discussions.

3. THOMAS DAVENPORT
Groundbreaking research results by Thomas Davenport, president’s distinguished professor of information technology and management at Babson College. Davenport has done extensive research on companies that use analytics as the basis of their competitive strategies to increase the bottom line.

4. SECRETS OF SUCCESS
Several highly successful senior executives and industry leaders will share their experiences and collaborate with you directly to help solve your specific job-related challenges.

5. THE MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT
Additional opportunities to network during the Memorial Tournament. Play a round of golf at Tartan Fields Golf Club and watch the Memorial Tournament in the SAS and Intel luxury sky suite overlooking the 14th hole at Muirfield Village Golf Club.

SUMMARY AGENDA

CIO SOLUTIONS GALLERY
Wednesday, May 31
- Morning and afternoon: Participate in discussions and collaborative exercises.
- Evening: Enjoy cocktails and dinner at the Jack Nicklaus Museum.

GOLF
Thursday, June 1
- Morning: Play a round of golf at the Tartan Fields Golf Club.
- Afternoon: Attend the Memorial Tournament in the SAS and Intel sky suite overlooking the 14th hole at Muirfield Village Golf Club.

For a detailed agenda, visit www.fisher.osu.edu/exec/may

*Seats are limited and are available on a first-come, first-served basis.

PRAISE FROM PAST ATTENDEES

“I enjoy and appreciate the collaborative environment of the CIO Solutions Gallery, an executive assembly that engages quickly into meaningful and spirited discussion.”

Kathleen Starkoff
CTO and Group Vice President
Limited Brands

“The CIO Solutions Gallery event, is not really an ‘event...it is an ‘opportunity.’ There are not many places where you are able to share learned experiences among your peers, and do so in a safe environment that encourages open and honest dialogue. Here, all participants are truly looking to assist each other by sharing their approaches in addressing the same issues and challenges.”

Bob Schwartz
Vice President and Chief Information Officer
Panasonic Corporation of North America
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